PHONOLOGICAL REMARKS ON THE KAJKAVIAN DIALECTS OF HIDEGSÉG AND FERTŐHOMOK*

H. P. HOUTZAGERS

1.1 Hidegség and Fertőhomok (henceforth also „H” and „F”)¹ are two villages near Sopron (Ödenburg) in the north-west of Hungary. They form part of a large group of villages in the Burgenland (Austria) and adjacent areas in Hungary and Czechoslovakia which, as a result of migrations since the sixteenth century, have a Serbo-Croatian-speaking population². With the exception of H and F, all varieties of Serbo-Croatian spoken in the Burgenland and surrounding areas are generally regarded as belonging to the Ćakavian and Štokavian dialect groups³. The dialects of H and F are usually considered Kajkavian or partly Kajkavian.

1.2 There are two problems one soon comes across when reading and comparing the available literature on Hidegség and Fertőhomok:

(a) The vowel systems of the dialects.

(b) The origin of the dialects. Are they Kajkavian? If so, to which type of Kajkavian do they belong? Are they intermediate between Kakavian and Ćakavian (and perhaps Štokavian)?

Ad (a): None of the authors explicitly mentions having had any difficulty with the vowels, but the fact that there is a problem becomes evident if one reads the unusually complicated descriptions by Kolarić (1973, . . . 1976) and Brozović/Lisac (Ivić et al. 1981: 349—358) and compares their inventories of vowel phonemes both with each other and with Neweklowsky’s (1978: 187—188). To give only one example: in Neweklowsky’s analysis, the dialects of H and F have ten vowel phonemes in stressed syllables (the five „classical” vowels, which can all be either long or short). Kolarić comes up with thirteen vowel phonemes in stressed syllables for H (1976: 347) and ten for F (1973: 371—372). He heard no distinctive length in H and F, and in his description the oppositions are based on timbre differences and the presence or absence of diphthogization. Brozović and Lisac (Ivić et al. 1981: 349) distinguish fourteen vowel phonemes in F (four degrees of openness and distinctive length). It is clear that these different analyses of the same dialects cannot all be correct at the same time.

---

* The field-work in Hungary on which the present article is based was financed by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO).

¹ Serbo-Croatian-speaking inhabitants of H and F call their own villages /vadá:j'im/ (or /hada:j'im/) and /h'omók/, respectively (/h/ is not velar but laryngeal).


³ Vázný (cf. 1926 passim) regarded the dialect of Chorvatsky Grob (Czechoslovakia) as Kajkavian, but his view is not shared by other authors (cf Ivić 1971: 748, 750, 762; Brabec 1982: 81—84; Neweklowsky 1978).
Ad (b): The problem is acknowledged in all publications on H and F⁴. Kolarčič’s (1973, 1976) starting-point is different from that of the others: after Ivić (1961—62: 122N, map between pp. 128 and 129), he assumes that the dialects are of Slovene origin and wonders what kind of Slovene they are. Ivić (1971: 763) says that he has too little material to draw any definitive conclusions, but suggests that the inhabitants of the two villages might come from between the Drava and the Mura, i.e. the north-east of the area where Kajkavian dialects are spoken nowadays. Lončarić (1982) does not mention H and F in the main text of his article, but, to witness his dialect map, is of the same opinion. All authors find Čakavian and otherwise un-Kajkavian elements in the dialects of H and F, and various explanations are given: Brabec (1970: 500; 1982: 81) suggests that the population of the two villages might be of “mixed” Kajkavian and Čakavian origin. In Neweklowsky’s theory, the inhabitants of H and F came from a transitional area between Kajkavian, Čakavian and Štokavian, which he locates in the neighbourhood of Novska, i.e. east of the south-eastern angle of the present-day Kajkavian-speaking area. He has not only linguistic, but also historical reasons for his assumption (1978: 279—281, 1982: 258).

About the amount and reliability of the material used by the different above-mentioned scholars the following can be said. Ivić is not the only author who admits that his material is scanty: so do Neweklowsky (1978: 190) and Kolarčič (1973: 370, 381). It is certain that Kolarčič’s visit to H and F was very short (1973: 269). Brabec does not inform his readers whether the few data he gives in his two articles on the subject are his own or whether they were taken from other publications. Brozović and Lisac’s description of Fertőhomok is based on material gathered by I. Mokuter in 1974 (cf. Avanesov et al. 1978: 117). It is not clear whether they ever heard the dialect themselves.

2.1 In the summer of 1985 I spent a few weeks in the neighbourhood of Sopron and visited both villages several times, Hidegség somewhat more often than Fertőhomok. My main informant in Hidegség was Anna Baumgartner (Baumgartner Józsefné), aged eighty-five. The other informants in H and F varied between 55 and 75 years. All informants were born in H or F. In both villages I spoke with women as well as men. My material consists of 12 hours of tape-recorded conversation (9 ½ from H and 2 ½ from F).

2.2 The Serbo-Croatian dialects of H and F are rapidly dying out and within fifty years they will probably have disappeared altogether. As far as I can judge from my own experiences in the two villages, only the inhabitants older than approximately fifty years are still fully bilingual. They know the dialect very well, though sometimes — especially in the case of the men — a certain „diminished fluency” can be observed. This might be due to the fact that there are fewer and fewer situations in which Serbo-Croatian can be spoken: the younger generations do not speak and often do not even understand the language. Even older people among themselves now and then switched to Hungarian in the middle of a conversation⁵. When addressing me, they were forced to speak Serbo-Croatian only and it occasionally took some effort before they would hit upon the right word. Inhabitants of H and

⁴ Brozović and Lisac (1981) do not mention it, but the issue is beyond the scope of the dialect atlas for which their description was written.
⁵ In the local public houses I did not hear any other language than Hungarian.
F under the age of twenty speak and understand Hungarian only. For the generations in between (20 to 50 years), the situation is individually different. Of the two thirty-year old men I met in Hidegség, one, Anna Baumgartner’s grandson, had a good—though imperfect—active command of the dialect, for the other it was very much like a foreign language of which he knew a hundred words.

2.3 In the following I shall deal only with the vowel systems (issue „(a)” of § 1.2), and mainly with that of H. Issue „(b)” of § 1.2 will be briefly touched upon in § 4.2. For a meaningful discussion on the origin of the dialects, which would involve much more than the vowel systems only, my material must be further analysed and probably extended.

3.1 In my analysis, the dialect of Hidegség has the vowel phonemes as shown in diagram A6 (see).

For examples the reader is referred to § 4.1.

There are no distinctive tones. Vowel quantity is not distinctive in pre- and posttonic syllables. Unstressed vowels are always phonetically short. Stress will be indicated by an accent mark ('). In combination with long vowels and diphthongs, the accent mark is redundant. The vowels /je e jọ o u a/ are labeled after their most frequent allophones. They show a considerable allophonic variability7. As I shall try to show in § 3.3, the distinctive features of the diphthongs are complex (in this respect diagram A is a simplification)8.

3.2 The phonetic length of stressed /a/ varies between short and long. In most cases it is half-long. The timbre varies between [e] and [a]9. When stressed, the most frequent allophone is [a], a very open [e]. When it is not stressed, [e] is much more frequent than [a], except in word-final position, where [a] is more frequent than [e].

Examples:

/s'alu/ „village” → [s'alu]  
/va z'a mlj/ „in the earth” → [vaj'a mlj]  
/duv'a zi/ „brought” (pl) → [duv'a zi]  
/t'a žak/ „heavy” → [t'a žek]  
/uoga ni/ „fire” → [uogeni]  
/d'a ošal/ „came” → [d'a ošel]  
/zal'e inu/ „green” (neu) → [zel'e inu]  
/ida/ „goes” → [ida]  
/st'e ina/ „walls” → [st'e ina]

Before a /j/, /a/ is pronounced [a] when stressed and [e] when unstressed.

7 I think that this is one of the main causes of the confusion about the vowel systems of H and F.
8 In the following, many statements will be made of the type „in position A, realization X of phoneme N is more frequent than realization Y”. In such cases, not only different words or word-forms, but also different realizations of the same word or word-form have been compared with each other.
9 The word /v'aliki/ „large” is often realized [v'a liki] or [v'u liki] (cf. Kolarić 1970: 349 under „3b”). I think that this is due to (nondistinctive) phonetic rounding under influence of /v/ and /l/.
Examples:
/kəjut/ „wing” → [krəjut]
/kəj/ „what” → [kəj]
/pusliuşəj/ „listen!” → [pusliuşəj]
/zəkəj/ „why” → [zəkəj]

When /ə/ is in word-final position and the word contains more than one syllable, it is often pronounced [a] and the phonetic quantity is long.

Examples:
/vućə/10 „they learn” → [vuća] 
/letə/ „they fly” → [letə] 

Before a tautosyllabic /r/ the most frequent realization is [e] (both stressed and unstressed), but [a] is also heard. Especially in this position, stressed /ə/ is often heard long.

Examples:
/nətər/ „inside” → [nəter] 
/vərəzəm/ „I throw” → [vəc:rəzəm] 
/mərskə/ „ugly” (fem) → [məc:rskə] 
/tərgadə/ „they vintage” → [tərgadə] 
/pərəsin/ „parsley” → [pərəsin], [pərəsin]

3.3 As could be seen in § 3.1, the vowel inventory of the dialect contains four diphthongal phonemes: two opening diphthongs (je yo/) and two closing ones (/e/ ou/). The vocalic element of /je/ and /yo/ is realized as [e] or [ɛ], i.e. it is always more closed than the most closed variant of /ə/, which is [e].

The prominence of the glide in /je/ an /yo/ is variable. There are three main variants:

(1) The glide sounds almost as a full vowel: [ie], [ou]. When the diphthongs are pronounced in this way, the phonetic quantity is long or at least half-long.

(2) The phoneme is realized as glide + vowel: [ie], [yo]. Phonetic quantity: half-long or short.

(3) The glide is realized very weakly or not at all: [i], [ou], [e], [o]. Phonetic quantity: short.

The variability between (1) and (3) is a „sliding scale”: all intermediate possibilities are heard. The most frequent allophones are those described under (2).

In the speech of many informants (not of my main — and oldest — informant Anna Baumgartner), the closing diphthong /e/ is sometimes realized without its glide element: [e]. When [e] and /ou/ are realized as diphthongs, they are mostly half-long. When /e/ is realized as a monophthong, it is always long. In this way it is always possible to distinguish between the phonemes /e/ and /e/. If they are realized as diphthongs, the opposition is „closing” vs. „opening”; if they are realized as monophthongs, the opposition is „long” vs. „short”. One could say that /e/ has the distinctive feature „closing or long”, and /e/ „opening or short” (see diagram B)11.

---

10 In these endings one would expect /e/ (< *e*): /a/ usually reflects short or unstressed *e* or *e* (see 4.1). Cf. /dunəsə:/ „they bring”, /znədəu:/ „they know” (< *o*), in which the final vowel has the timbre (not the quantity) normally found in reflexes of short or unstressed *o*. In adjectival and nominal inflexional endings things are as one expects, e.g. stressed /kistəu:/ „clean” Asg f, /vodəe:/ „water” Gsg, unstressed /dəugu/ „other” Asg f, /zənə/ „woman” Gsg.

11 On the possibility of pluridimensional oppositions between two phonemes see Ebeling (1960: 31—37).
I have attested no monophthongal realizations of /ou/, so that for the back mids vowels the situation is as shown in diagram C (see).

One could imagine that a long [o] would be interpreted as /ou/, in other words that the empty compartment in diagram C belongs to the phoneme /ou/, but this cannot be said with certainty.  

3.4 Most of what was said about H holds good for F, too. The vowels of the F dialect are: (stressed) /i/ je éj e u: u yo ou ã: a/, (unstressed) /i e u o a/. The phoneme /e/ corresponds to H /ã/. It is seldom realized [ã] and never [ã]. Even in such words as /vulč/e/ it sounds [e:] (cf. § 3.2). The phonemes /ã: a/ are not always rounded: sometimes they are pronounced [ã]. In unstressed position there is one phoneme more than in H, to wit /o/ (in H, unstressed *o became /u/). In unstressed syllables one often hears /u/ when one expects /o/. Whether this is a matter of phonemic optionality or of doublets is a question I cannot answer at this moment.

3.5 My description of the vowel systems of H and F (§§ 3.1—3.4) has more in common with Newklowsky’s (1978: 186—193) than with those of Kolaríč (1973, 1976) and Brozovič/Lisac (Ivč et al. 1981: 349—358).

Newklowsky distinguishes ten vowels in stressed syllables (/i i: u u: e e: o o:/ a a:/) and five in unstressed syllables (/i i: u o a:/), for H as well as for F. His /e e: o o:/ correspond to my /je éj yo ou/. The main differences between Newklowsky’s analysis and mine are:

(1) He has one vowel less in stressed syllables, viz. /ã/, (F /e/), which he regards as an allophone of /e/ (in my notation: /je/).

(2) He has one vowel more in unstressed syllables in the dialect of H, viz. /o/.

(3) In his view, /e:/ (in my notation: /e/) has a free allophone [i:], with which I do not agree.

The differences with the descriptions by Kolaríč and Brozovič/Lisac are too many for a detailed comparison. Therefore I will only make a few general remarks:

(1) They have more vowel phonemes, especially Kolaríč, who distinguishes six degrees of closure in F and seven (!) in H.

(2) Brozovič and Lisac assume a great number of optionalities, allophones and doublets, especially where the mid vowels are concerned. The reader would almost believe that every mid vowel can be realized in any imaginable way.

4.1 In the present section I shall give some examples of Hidegség vowels. The examples are ordered according to the vowels which are generally assumed to have been present in the words in question in late dialectal Proto-Slavic.

Accented:

* i > i /kítá/ „branch”, /čist/ „clean”, /vídítá/ „saw”, /prámlíšlí/ „think!”
* i : > i /si:n/ „son”, /spi:l/ „drunk”, /bli:lu/ „was” (neu)
* u > u /krúhá/ „bread” (Gsg), /čudim sá/ „I am surprised”, /dřugáč/ „otherwise”, /trúšká/ „Russian” (Npl fem)

12 Note that in words taken from Hungarian, original ó is reflected /ou/, e.g. /pouř/ „farmer” (Hung. pör), /ťaníč/ „teacher” (Hung. tanító).
13 Another yet unsolved problem (for H as well as for F) is that of /a:/ before nasal consonants, such as in /dám/a/ „day”. In such positions /a:/ can sound as [ã], [ou], and realizations in between are also heard ([ã], [ã]). This is the type of problem for the solution of which a number of attestations of each combination of the phonemes in question is needed (cf. Houtzagers 1982: 125; 1985: 30).
4.2. Some of the reflexes presented in the preceding section deserve special attention:

(1) those of *e and strong jer

(2) those of *ə and *

Ad (1) A generally accepted common Kajkavian feature is the merger of the reflex of *e with that of strong jer (see Ivić 1957: 403, Vermeer 1983: 440—441). In H *e and jer have indeed merged when short and stressed (> je) but not if they were long and stressed (e: > /ej/ and long jer / > /e/). For unaccented *e and jer the situation is slightly more complicated: unaccented *e is reflected as /ə/ or /i/, unaccented jer as /e/ (one instance with /i/, two with /ə/).

Ad (2) The reflex of short stressed (and unstressed4) *ə and *ı merged with that of short *u (> u), whereas long stressed *ə and *ı merged with long *o (> ou).

---

4 For unstressed *ə and *ı there was no other possibility, since there is no unstressed o-like phoneme in the dialect of H.
Two phenomena could be due to a more recent reduction of the number of mid vowels\textsuperscript{15} (e.g. *q̂ = *o; and *ê = *e), to wit the facts that:

(a) *q̂: and *î: have the same reflex as *o; and
(b) *ê: has the same reflex as *e: and *ê:.

\textsuperscript{15} Cf. the situation in unstressed syllables, where mid vowels have disappeared altogether.
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FONOLOŠKA ZAPAJANJA KAJKAVSKIH DIJALEKATA

Rezime

Ovaj rad sadrži:

1) kratku diskusiju postojeće literature Hidegséga i Fertőhomoaka o srpskohrvatskim dija-
lektima u severozapadnoj Mađarskoj (1.2)

2) nekoliko opših zapajanja o trenutnoj lingvističkoj situaciji u dva sela i moj terenski rad
u njima (2.1—2.2)

3) analizu samoglasničkog sistema dva dijalekta (3.1—3.4)

4) poređenje moje analize s postojećom analizom drugih autora (3.5)

5) primere i dijahronijsko posmatranje (4.1—4.2)